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ABSTRACT
Cosmicray densityvariationsfor 17-21solar
activitycyclesand the solarwind speedfor
20-21onesareinvestigated.The 22-yearsolar
wind speedrecurrencewas foundin even and
odd cycleswhichallowsto forecastit.
The 22-year variations of cosmic ray density
opposite to the solar wind speed and solar
activity were found. The account of solar wind
speed in 11-year variations significantly
decreases the modulation region of cosmic rays
with _ = 10-20 GeV.
I. Introduction. Many authors _I-41 to investigate the
nature of 11-year variations of cosfLicray density use solar
activity and obtain the large sizes of modulation region.
But according to the equation of transfer the agent modulat-
ing cosmic rays should be proportional to the solar wind
speed. If the latter Is not proportional to the solar acti-
vity then the conclusions on large sizes of cosmic ray modu-
lation region will be incorrect.
2. Results. To study the regularities of the solar wind
speed the geomagnetic activity (aa-index) was used taking
into account their close relationship [5,6] • The averaged
picture of geomagnetic and solar activzties is presented in
Pig.1 [7] where data for 1868-1977 were used. In the left
the odd solar cycles, in the right the even ones are shown.
Prom Pig.1 it is seen that on the average in odd cycles
a close correlation with solar activity is observed and in
even cycles - a bad one. Both in even and odd cycles the two
maxima of geomsgnetic activity are observed. The first maxi-
mum coincides with the solar activity maxzmum, the second one
delays by I year in odd cycles and by 4 years in even ones.
The solar wind speed should have the similar regularity which
in 20 and 21 solar cycles was observed _8,9] • The second
maximumof geome_neticactivityhas 22-yearrecurrenceeither
in even or odd cycleswhichallowsto forecastit [6,7]• .
The next secondmaximaof geomagneticactivityand solarwina
speedshouldbe observedin 1996and2004.
Presentedin Pig.1pictureof behaviourof geome_neticactivi-
ty and solarwi_d speedshouldsi_aificantlycomplicatethe
lJ-yearvariationof cosmicraydensityas it is was observed
_1oj.
- -Here we continue the investigation of |10J for more
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extend energy range of
(l(l the observed cosmic ray
25 variations. The ioniza-
tion chamber data for 17-
21 solar cycles and the
20 neutron and balloon data
for 19-21 ones were used.
Correlation and regres-
sion coefficients a,b in
W the equations of type
where 41, A_A/ , & (kO, are
deviations from mean va-
40 lues and are presented in
the Table. The values of
a total correlation coef-
ficient R. and values of
2 6 Io 14 m 22 g= 2
Pig.1. 22-year averaged are also presented. From
data of aa-index and of Wolf the Table it is clear that
numbers for 1868-1977 the account of the solar
wind speed significantly
improves the relationship.
The correlation coefficient is 0.89 - 0.96. The calculated
and observed values of I are shown in Pig.2 from which their
good agreement is evident. As it is seen from the Table
for ionization chamber is 0.2 - 0.4%, for neutron monitors
_'= 1.3 - 2.7%, for balloons _=3.7 - 5.9% which is better
by several times than obtained by other methods.
Table
i ii,i i i i i irllllr II
Cycle ri,W ri,s_ rw,aa R a b
iiin iii il i,Nil IIIilL II II I II I I I I I
Ionization chamber, AI"
17 -0.88+0.08 -0.34+0.32 -0.03 0.95 -0.014 -0.083 0.2
18 -0.8470.09 -0.6670.17 0.39+0.26 0.92 -0.014 -0.098 0.4
19 -0.91¥0.05 -0.9370.04 0.8570.08 0.96 -0.006 -0.107 0.3
20 -0.82_0.09 -0.35¥0.25 -0.15-T-0.28 0.95 -0.012 -0.056 0.2
21 -0.79_0.14 -0.54T0.24 0.09- 0.92 -0.010 -0.073 0.3
Neutron monitor, AIm
19 -0.84+0.09 -0.91+0.05 - 0.92 -0.024 -0.865 2.7
20 -0.9270.04 0.05- - 0.93 -0.090 -0.081 1.3
21 -0.70__0.14 -0.56_+0.28 - 0.89 -0.066 -0.607 2.4
Balloons, AI c
19 -0.95+0.04 -0.92+0.05 - 0.97 -0.096 -0.051 5.1 •
20 -0.91¥0.050.06- - 0.92-0.25¢-0.249 3.7
21 -0.78+_0.14 -0.45+0.28 - 0.89 -0.182 -1.222 5.9
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The solar wind enhancement at solar activity decrease
caused the delay of recovery of cosmic ray intensity by I-
2 years in 19 cycle and by_3 years in 21 cycle caused alsothe repeated decreases of _in 18 and 20 cycles in 4 5 years
after the solar activity maximum.
A good agreement (within 6 months) of calculated and
observed values _ _ allows to estimate the sizes of cosmic ray
modulation region _ 30 AU. The use of monthly values of
smoothed for a year Z , _ and aa-index allows to decrease
the sizes of modulation region up to _ 10 AU.
In [11] the 22-year variations of solar and geomagnetic
activities were found. The even and odd cycles being closely
related than odd and even ones. The similar dependence was
found in _12_ for cosmic ray density and it is expected in
solar wind speed. The 22-year variations of cosmic ray den-
sity are opposite to 22-year variations of solar activity
and of solar wind speed.
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 l r i  ent  l r ti it  cr ase 
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the repeated decreases of li  18 and 20 c cles in 4-5 years 
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 good agre~ment ( ithin 6 onths) of calculated and 
ser ed l esAL llo s t  ti ate t  i  f s i  r  
odulation region N 30 A . he use of onthly values of 
s oothed for a year I, W and sa-index allo s to decrease 
the sizes of odulation region up to ~ 10 A . 
In [11] the 22-year variations of solar and geo agnetic 
ti iti s ere f . e    cl s i  l l  
relate  than odd and even ones. he si ilar dependence as 
found in [121 for cos ic ray density and it is expected in 
s l r ind s ee . he - ear ari ti ns f cos ic ra  e -
sit  are opposite t  22-year ariati s f s lar acti it  
a  f s l r i d s ee . 
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